Magnify Your PC with Customized Options

Eliminate glare, customize screen contrast, and utilize productivity tools

Features

► Windows 8.1 Support
► New Magnification Levels
► Advanced Productivity Tools
► Vocalizer Expressive

Learn more about the tools that MAGic provides to allow you to work more efficiently.

www.FreedomScientific.com

1-866-569-8474 • 727-803-8000 (outside US)
Add a MAGic Large Print Keyboard for quick and easy access to all of MAGic’s most-used features.

Productivity Tools

Color and Contrast Enhancements
Reduce glare and increase screen contrast with your custom preferences.

Cursor Enhancements
Customize the cursor color and style with both bold and subtle choices.

Mouse Enhancements
Easily locate and follow the mouse with built-in, easy-to-see pointer sets.

Focus Enhancements
Instantly find your focus anywhere on the screen.

Text Viewer Feature
Display text in your preferred font and size in a separate window, regardless of how it is displayed on screen.
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For product details and system requirements, please visit our website or scan this code.
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